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Using Jesus As A Catalyst!

MISSION
To activate the message of Jesus in real world conflicts and inspire
you to do the same.
VISION
To scale the TRAC5 model that resolves conflicts, secures freedom
for persecuted believers and empowers a worldwide Jesus
movement.
HISTORY
20+ year track-record impacting world leaders to stop wars, free
hostages and end a genocide.

*Pictured: Christian Displacement Camp, Central Africa
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Our Story
1.
AWAKENING
A renewed mind and strategy; a path more in line with Jesus!
2.
TRAINING
Equipping disciples with the fullness of Jesus' commandments!
3.
ACTION
Tangible results, impacting people to end conflicts and persecution!

*Pictured: Darfur Refugee Camp
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Crisis Response Teams
The (Darfur genocide) solution came from (TRAC5).

After we transmitted the (TRAC5) message, it was like God came down
and really opened up the situation to free the two hostages!

I was given an extraordinary inside look into the world of Jesus-based
relational diplomacy that (TRAC5) advocates for, and I saw up close and
personal not only that IT WORKS, but HOW it works.
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This is an organization that is spiritually based, person-to-person and it’s
approach was hugely successful at encouraging the release of (prisoner)
Mr. Petr Jasek.

Q: What Is "TRAC5" ?
A spiritually based, person-to-person "5th track" of engagement
used to enhance the existing political, diplomatic, military and
economic tracks used to resolve conflicts.

Where We Work
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The Jesus Movement
TRAC5 is empowering Messianic awakenings, inspired by Holy Spirit
led dreams and visions, especially in 4 East African countries.
We provide unique tools for discipleship in addition to training the
key indigenous leaders.

*Pictured: Jesus Movement , E. Africa

Our Impact
TRAC5's proven model has been tested and applied for over 20years. It has helped to end 6 wars and a genocide; releasing over 50
hostages and/or imprisoned believers in difficult places like Iran,
Afghanistan and Sudan! And we are just getting started.
Trac5.org

